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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

…we wish to say we look forward to the day when we can proudly announce our 
successes at the table of nations, joining countries like Cuba, Nicaragua, India, 
China, Mexico, Brazil and Tanzania, all of whom have made tremendous strides 

in servicing the need for educationand training of adults in their countries. 
  

(A Multi-year Implementation Plan for Adult Education and Training,  
1997, p. vi). 

 
These are the words of the first Deputy Director General of General and Further 
Education and Training454 of the new government of South Africa in the 
foreword section of the document as quoted above. Coming to the table of 
nations would have meant a culmination of a process with a beginning. The 
beginning was provided for by a project455 called a National Education Policy 
Investigation (NEPI) conducted between December 1990 and August 1992. This 
project ended with three major policy options: An integrated education and 
training system; A state enabling structure co-ordinating a differentiated field of 
provision; and a centralised ‘second chance’ system. An integrated education 
and training system was opted for. For the whole education field, a National 
Qualifications Framework (NQF) was developed to guide integration (See 
Annex 1). 
 
In adult education, a Policy Document on Adult Basic Education and Training 
(1997) was developed after rigorous debates, consultations and participation 
from stakeholders representing the adult education field in South Africa. The 
policy document is hailed as a product of broad consultation. And as one might 
see in the main text that follows, both the Policy Document and the Multi-year 
Implementation Plan hold (or held?) great promises for the field. In both you see 
good intentions that followed the demise of Apartheid. The quotation at the 
beginning of this summary is indicative of the hope and optimism that followed 
this demise. That hope and optimism laid the foundation for the good intensions. 
However the big question is “How does one move from policies that are 
generally acclaimed to be good to their implementation?” That I suggested to 
call the implementation problem. 
 
This study is an attempt to grapple with the implementation problem. More 
specifically it is about policy implementation considerations. I have looked in 
this study at adult education policy implementation in South Africa and used the 

                                                 
454 Dr Ihron Rensburg. 
455 Different research groups investigated various areas in education. Amongst these were the 
adult education research group. 
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Limpopo Province456 as a case. The most important question for the study 
therefore was  
 
What are the most important policy implementation considerations for the 
Limpopo Province of South Africa?  
 
The research aimed at contributing towards a better understanding and 
appreciation of the ‘implementation phenomenon’ to assist in the development 
of contextualised, effective, and innovative implementation strategies in adult 
education. The research activities have culminated in this seven-chapter 
dissertation. 
 
Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the research by giving a background about the 
history of South Africa, especially about political and educational developments. 
I then provide information about the Limpopo Province, its size and population; 
its economic and educational status. That is followed by the aims of the study 
and the research questions. An interesting section of the chapter is sub-section 
1.5.  
 
Here you see the excitement and optimism that followed the fall of Apartheid. 
Sub-section 1.7 is about the relevance of the study. That sub-section ends with a 
very important ‘warning’ from Weiss (1980), namely that “Research has … a 
useful contribution to make, but it is a partial one…”. That warning kept ringing 
at the back of my head throughout the research. 
 
The theoretical framework of this research is presented in Chapter 2. The history 
of implementation studies forms the first part of the chapter. It has to be 
mentioned here that I was attracted to the American literature on implementation 
because somehow the excitement and optimism that followed the demise of 
Apartheid in South Africa could be likened to the American Dream of a Great 
Society of the early 1960s. Here president after president promulgated law after 
law to rid the American society of all evils – racial discrimination and 
segregation, homelessness, unemployment, poverty, health and educational 
problems. For instance in 1966 the federal Economic Development 
Administration (EDA) announced a programme to create new jobs for the 
unemployed while in 1967, President Lyndon Johnson proclaimed a new 
programme with the objective of building new housing for the poor. Very high 
principles were formulated and optimism was in the air. Towards the end of the 
decade it was becoming clear that most of the objectives could not be achieved. 
Most of the programmes were failing or had failed. This attracted the attention 
of social scientists – sociologists, political scientists and scientists from public 

                                                 
456 Till 2002 still called the Northern Province. 
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administration and organisational studies. I refer to some literature that 
followed.  
 
To begin with, an exposition of three works by Derthick (1972), Murphy (1971), 
and Kaufman (1973) is offered here to give the reader some insight into what I 
call the ‘beginnings’ of implementation studies. The three laid a foundation for 
the developme457nt of the whole framework for the research. In the second part 
of the chapter we build on the ‘beginnings’ to look at some theoretical views on 
implementation. I focus on Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) and Bardach (1977) 
who write about implementation as resting on what they call the Complexity of 
Joint Action and as Games, respectively. This is then followed by the part about 
some models of implementation. Here three models of implementation (the 
Nakamura and Smallwood model; the Mazmanian and Sabatier model; and the 
Van Horn Meter Model) are discussed. The fourth part deals with the criticisms 
of the three models. The fifth part of the chapter is devoted to the model that 
was adopted for this study, namely, the model by Van Horn and Van Meter. 
What they have called “The Implementation of Intergovernmental Policy”.4 

 

What is interesting in this chapter, besides what the reader will discover for 
herself or himself, is what Pressman and Wildavsky said about the earlier days 
of implementation studies. Even when they found Derthick’s book an excellent 
one, they claim that they have never been able to locate any thorough going 
analysis of implementation. Of this earlier days they say “Implementation in 
recent years has been discussed but rarely studied … complaints about 
implementation do not constitute serious efforts to grapple with the problem” 
(1973: p. xiii). 
 
In South Africa, at the moment of this research, there are lots of complaints 
about implementation or lack of it. Of course we now begin to see some serious 
efforts to deal with the problem (Young and Kraak, 2001; Jansen and Sayed, 
2001). Even when that is the case, in a way Pressman and Wildavsky still left 
me with the question: “How does one study (grapple with?) the implementation 
problem?” The eventual adoption of the Van Horn and Van Meter model 
provided some kind of direction. 
 
Having dealt with the model I then devote the rest of the chapter to the 
conceptual ‘package’ of the study. While some concepts are defined here, the 
intention was mainly to give a decent finish to the chapter to indicate the 
conceptual package with which I entered the field. 
 
                                                 
 
4 For my purposes I have formulated this as “ A model of the Implementation Variable 
Clusters”. 
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Chapter 3 deals with the methodological aspects of the research: design of the 
study, instruments and data collection, data analysis and interpretation. Worth 
the reader’s note is the fact that in a study like this (as informed by our model) 
we have to deal with different environments: the policy environment; the 
implementation environment; and the performance environment. Those 
environments require that the study be divided into at least two arenas: the 
policy arena and fieldwork, both in terms of data collection and data analysis. In 
terms of research in general one might have policy formulation studies, 
implementation studies, and evaluation studies. In implementation studies, 
which this research project is, you always have to refer to the two other 
environments, though with differing emphasis on either. In this particular study I 
have placed more emphasis on policies and their implementation. However I 
have not ignored the performance environment. 
 
Chapter 4 takes the reader to and through the field of adult education in the 
Limpopo Province. This chapter, as the heading “ What the field says” suggests, 
provides its ‘thick description’ through the eyes of the field itself. It presents the 
voice of the field5 on a number of issues: policy, the ABET council, meetings, 
roles, the ABET sub-directorate, government or departmental support and 
piloting. Of course when you have the knowledge and understanding of the local 
idiom, customs and traditions and their distortions6, you have more. For example 
when, as researcher, you are requested to stop the tape. The one important point 
with this thick description is that it is supposed to leave the reader with little or 
no doubt about the state of the art ‘on the ground’. This is important because the 
question “Policy implementation for whom?” for me will always remain a 
significant one in policy studies. More so in the changing context in which 
South Africa finds itself. The country has to compete globally while at the same 
time trying to deal with the legacy of Apartheid – the huge neglect in almost all 
spheres of life. That including education, especially adult education. 
 
Against the background provided by Chapter 4, we then report on the 
“Documentary Foundation” in Chapter 5. After a general introduction, the first 
part concerns what we have decided to call “Background Documents”. These are 
documents that have framed policy in various areas, including education, in 
South Africa: The South African Constitution, the Reconstruction and 
Development Programme (RDP), the National Education Policy Act (No. 27 of 
1996), the South African Qualifications Authority Act (No. 58 of 1995). The 
second part looks at the National ABET Policy Documents. These are the Policy 

                                                 
 
5 Read Holland ,  J. and Blackburn,  J. (eds) 1998. Whose Voice? Participatory Research and 
Policy Change . London: Intermediate Technology Publications. 
6 To use Mamphela Ramphele’s expression from her book: Steering by the Stars: Being 
Young in South Africa. 2002.. Cape Town: Tafelberg Publishers.   
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Documents on ABET (1997) and the National Multi-year Implementation Plan 
(1997)7. These are regarded as the framework for adult education policy in the 
provinces. Part three concentrates on the provincial ABET documents, and for 
the Limpopo Province there is only one: the Provincial Multi-year 
Implementation Plan (1998). 
 
In short, Chapter 5, exposes the reader to policy standards and resources which, 
when read together with Chapter 4, makes it possible for the reader to begin 
forming his or her own ideas and even formulating questions. 
 
Both Chapters 4 and 5 are the basis for Chapter 6 which I have decided to call 
the “discussion” chapter. The structure of this chapter has been determined by 
our adopted model of the implementation variable clusters elaborated on in 
Chapter 2. The presentation is in three parts. The first part deals with issues to 
do with policy: resources and standards. The question here is what are the policy 
messages and what actually happens to them. The second part concerns itself 
with what I have called the ‘intervening area’ in Chapter 2. The variable clusters 
here are communication, enforcement, political conditions, economic and social 
factors, dispositions of implementors, and the implementing agency. The third 
part concerns itself with some issues in the performance area: goal attainment, 
efficiency, constituency satisfaction, clientele responsiveness and system 
maintenance. 
 
Chapter 7 is about conclusions, recommendations and reflections. A few of 
these can be mentioned here. With regard to policy documents a few points 
stand out. These documents are scarce as one moves from the high offices to 
where the difference should be felt – in the field. Secondly where documents are 
available, they are not being read or read sufficiently. As a result there is little or 
no debate about what ABET should be like in the Province. But more 
significantly, there are some structural discontinuities brought about by 
constitutional arrangements that constitute ‘blocks’ in the implementation 
process. For example, while policy formulation is a national competence, policy 
implementation is a provincial competence. Though not obvious, there are very 
huge discontinuities in that arrangement. When these discontinuities are not 
taken seriously we are likely to continue complaining about lack of 
implementation forever without knowing where the problem is.  
 
In what I have called the intervening area there needs to improve 
communication, enforcement and the motivation of implementors amongst other 
things. But while there is an ABET sub-directorate, there is no implementing 
agency to drive the process. As argued in the main text the ABET sub-

                                                 
7 And later of course the ABET Act (No. 52 of 2000). 
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directorate was supposed to be the nucleus of such an agency that would bring 
together various relevant sections into one operational unit. As of now the sub-
directorate operates in splendid isolation. Related to this is the fact that the sub-
directorate, staffed as it is (three staff members only), is just overwhelmed with 
a lot of functions. An understaffed sub-directorate like that and the absence of an 
implementation agency, together with the overwhelmingness of duties and 
functions which is a necessary consequence, lead to a situation where 
implementors at the lower levels (regions, districts and ABET centres) are left to 
themselves. This explains the negative dispositions of these officials towards the 
symbols of bureaucracy – the department of education itself and head office 
senior officials. It is felt at those levels that governmental and departmental 
support could be improved. But more than that I think a stronger adult education 
implementation agency would be in a position to compete for more resources in 
the context of all the competition with other areas in education.  
 
To conclude, I have here provided only just the tip. The reader will find more in 
the main text. 
 
The last part of the chapter is about my own reflections regarding the theoretical 
model, the research questions and the research itself. That is, where I found the 
model helpful and where I thought it could be improved; whether the research 
was able to answer the research questions; and lastly about methodological 
issues, the role of a research conducted in this manner and some interesting 
experiences in the research. 
 




